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KKNYOST COLLKGE, tJAMKIKU, OHIO, JANUARY 30.
NEW

PURPLE SMACKS

ALL-AMERIC-

AN

ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST
ABOUT THE NEW COMMONS

GRID TEAM COMPILED

MUSKIE CHAMPS
Ex-Keny-

Victory of Purple Quintet
Culminates Efforts of
Three Years
LARGE CROWD ENCOURAGES

Fast Kenyon Attack, Pivot
ing Around Putnam, to
Win

3929

On the night of January 17, from
9:15 until after 11 o'clock, the bell rope
In Middle Kenyon was tugged by scores
of willing hands. The reason? Kenyon had beaten Muskingum in basketball. For the first time in three years

the Purple court team had defeated
the twice champions of the Ohio Conference, an attainment toward which
they had striven unsuccessfully through
two long winters under Coach Wendell
Love's tutelage; and they had fallen
short by such slender margins that it
looked as though the Gods would always favor the Black and Magenta
whenever they clashed with Kenyon.
But along came Bud Evans to take up
the coaching job where 'Lovey' left off.
This new, diminutive, but popular coach
took charge of the best team Kenyon
has had in recent years, pointed them
for the Muskingum game, told them
that Coach Lange's team could be beaten, and sent them onto the floor that
memorable evening confident that they
would win. Those not connected with
the team, however, though hopeful,
shared none of this confidence.
At seven o'clock the student body, after half an hour of cheering and singing at the Commons, swooped down en
masse upon the back door of Rosse
Hall and packed the south bleachers to
capacity. They were followed in a few
minutes by the rest of the crowd, which
made up one of the largest assemblages
ever gathered into the old gymnasium.
At eight o'clock the hall was jammed,
temporary bleachers erected on the
stage were filled, the balcony was packed to capacity, and standing room was
at a premium.
Muskingum took the floor and went
through their preliminary workout accurately and gracefully. A few moments
Purple-cla- d
athk
later ten
letes, with tense nerves keyed up to a
breaking point, rushed into the din.
Their nervousness was so apparent that
o
to
odds jumped from
in favor of Muskingum.
The opening whistle blew, and the
confident Muskingum team, led by its
captain Taylor, Clark and Harrop, no
strangers to Kenyon crowds, quickly
rolled up six points, and seemed on its
way to an apparently easy victory; the
Continued on Page 3
stage-struc-

three-to-tw-

two-to-o- ne

COLLEGE RECEIVES
GSFT OF SEA SHELLS
B. W. Radcliff,

of California, Is Donor

College recently received
Kenyon
from Benjamin W. Radcliff, of California, a collection of Abalone shells,
which were gathered from the California beaches. This fine collection supplements a former gift by Mr. Rad-clifwith an additional group of marine shells from the temperate and
tropical regions.
is an attorney, a
Mr. Radcliffe
churchman, and a traveller of wide experience. Kenyon is greatly indebted
to him for his gift to the college of so
fine a collection.
(Abalones are a division of univalve
molusks, like snails, which have an
shell. Ed.)
fe

ear-shap-

ed

Professor Presents His

on

The new Commons is undoubtedly "on the way." Twenty-fiv- e
thousand dollars has been donated by the Class of '96 to be
used for the construction of the

By DR. LACY LOCKERT

The football season of 1927 was
marked by the almost entire disappearance of the field goal as a scoring
method, in consequence of the removal
of the goal posts to the back of the end
zones, and by the extensive adoption of
the Warner formation on offense, in
which a backfleld man plays just outside of each end, so as to spread the
defensive line and make it easier to
be opened. The campaign developed a
number of exceptionally strong lines
notably Yale's, West Point's, Princeton's
Illinois's, and Minnesota's
but fewer
outstanding line men than any other
season of recent years. Save for a profusion of fine centres and one really
very great end (Oosterbaan of Michigan) there were few exceptional forwards; and it is significant of this situation that a general and correct choice
for
guard should be the
lightest man ever honored at that poin
sition
the entire history of football
Smith of Notre Dame, who weighs only
165 pounds. The backfleld material, on
the other hand, was well up to standard, and was unique in the number
of men who possessed the weight usual
to heavy plungers, but were elusive on
the wider sweeps. Such were Caldwell
of Yale, Drury of Southern California,
Welch of Pittsburgh, Marsters and
Lane of Darthmouth, Presnell of Nebraska, Wittmer of Princeton, Scull of
Pennsylvania, and Amos of W. & J.
All-Amer-

ica

fire-plac-

The second

e.

J. B. Doyle Will to Benefit
Future Kenyon Postulants
Notice has been received of the death
of Joseph B. Doyle. Services were held
Dec. 14th, at Steubenville, O., home of
the deceased. Mr. Doyle for many years
has been a friend of Kenyon College,
and in his bequests cited that $10,000
is to be invested for the benefit of men
preparing for the ministry, either in
college or Bexely. Men intending to
take up clergical work in St. Pauls or
Stephens church of Steubenville, O.,
are to be preferred.

GENEROUS
In

A change has been made in the college calendar in regard to the final examinations for the first semester. All
all weighing 180 pounds more or less, examinations will be held during the
rugged enough for any work in inter- week of January 29. The semester will
ference or defense, yet all broken field 4.end at 6:00 p. m Saturday, February
The second semester wlil begin on
runners as well as drivers.
selec- Wednesday, February 8, with Morning
The appended
tions cannot receive detailed comment Prayer in the chapel.
within the space available. They can This change sets the date for fraclaim, however, the virtue of having ternity initiations on Saturday, Febbeen made not only after careful and ruary 11.
unprejudiced study, but purely on the
merits of the individuals and without
attempt to accord sections or prominent RUSSIAN SYMPHONY
elevens "proportionate representation,"
CHOIR'S RETURN TO
the besetting sin of most
teams.
Walter Camp used to receive so much
HILL SUCCESSFUL
abuse for his alleged favoring of the
East that subsequent critics have gone
The Russian Symphonic Choir came
further astray in the reverse direction
to Rosse Hall on Thursday evening,
Continued on Page 10
January 19, for a return engagement.
Those who had not heard this remarkDR. INGHAM, FORMER KENYON
PROFESSOR, DIES RECENTLY able organization the first time were
eager to grasp this opportunity, while
Dr. Leslie H. Ingham, former pro- there were many present who came to
fessor at Kenyon, died in Baltimore on hear it again in a new and varied proDecember 4. Dr. Ingham came here as gram.
The Choir opened the concert with
a profesor of Greek in 1890, but in
church hymn,
1905, when an opening presented it- an ancient Serbian
self in the department of sciences, he "Glorification of the Virgin." Parts of
became professor of physics and chem- the Russian service and such modern
istry. In addition to his scientific work, church music as the Kastalsky "La
Dr. Ingham served for many of the Douce Lumiere" followed. The first
most trying years of the college as part ended with the inimitable "Lord,
Have Mercy."
college treasurer.
In the second part of the program
His position as treasurer was accompanied by the task of being campus the Choir sang classical music: bedirector, and in this capacity he was ginning with the familiar "Prelude in
Minor," by Rachmaninoff, and
instrumental in building the Stephens
Stack Room. He went so far as to as- reaching its climax in a scene from
opera "Christsist in the actual construction work, the
mas Eve." It is during this part of
helping to lay the walls.
Besides his attainments in the field the program that the Choir resolves
of letters and sciences, Dr. Ingham had itself into a human orchestra, with
musical ability. He organized a col- voices imitating the muted violin, the
lege orchestra, writing the orchestra- throb and accent of the cello, and the
tions himself. He directed this orches- deep bass thrum of the drum. The
tra, and he was sufficiently versatile successful imitation of the symphony
to be able to fill vacancies of any sort orchestra is the supreme achievement
of Director Kibalchich.
in the personnel of the orchestra.
In 1909 Dr. Ingham left Kenyon to The third and final part of the protake a position in Pittsburgh. Some gram consisted of Rusian Cossack, Seryears later, he accepted a position as bian, and Czechoslovakian
head of the department of sciences in and dances. In these the Russians
the Baltimore City College. At the warmed up to their great national passame time he was an instructor in edu- time. They became animated, while
cation in John Hopkins University. In their costumes of blue and scarlet and
these last capacities Dr. Ingham re- gold added greatly to the vivacity of
the scene.
mained until his death.
All-Americ- an

all-st- ar

FRIENDS

Deaths of Mr. and Mrs.
David Z. Norton of
Cleveland

DONORS CF NORTON HALL

Had Been Connected With
College for Twenty Years
In the deaths of Mrs. David Z. Norton, January 3, and her husband, David Z. Norton, January 6, Kenyon College lost two of its most devoted and
generous friends.
Mrs. Norton had spent all her life in
Cleveland, where she endeared herself
to all with whom she came in contact.
Never did an appeal to her for help
of any sort fall upon deaf ears. She
was a charming hostess, a splendid
mother, and a dutiful wife. Her many
friends in Gambier agree that she was
a woman of most rare endowments.
She was visiting in New York at Christmas time when taken ill. She went to
a hospital, where recovery was regarded as certain; suddenly she suffered a
relapse, resulting in her death on January

CALENDAR CHANGED

R
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COLLEGE LOSES TWO

item is

the recently finished portrait of
Dr. Peirce which is to hang above
the hearth.
With this auspicious start all
that remains is the little detail of
obtaining funds for the remainder of the building.

MID-YEA-

MO.

X

3.

David Z. Norton, like his wife, spent
all his life working in and for Cleveland. He started at the very bottom
of his work, but by his ability he rose
to the top. At the time of his death
Mr. Norton was the junior member of
the firm of Oglebay, Norton and Company, an iron ore firm. He controlled
large interests in the Columbia Steamship Company, and in the Union Trust
Company. He was a director of the
American Shipbuilding Company, National Refining Company, and the Society for Savings.
In addition to his business life, Mr.
Norton was intensely interested in his
church. For several years he attended
the meetings of the House of Bishops
as a lay delegate, and was senior warden of St. Paul's Church in Cleveland.
He was interested also in cultural pursuits, and was, at the time of his
death, vice president of the Musical
Arts Association, of Cleveland, the organization which supports the Cleveland Orchestra. Furthermore, Mr.
Norton was vice president of the Museum of Art and was in his own right
a distinguished collector of Napoleonic documents.
One of his chief interests lay in his close connections with
various colleges and universities.
He
was on the board of trustees of Kenyon College from 1902 until his death,
and served on the boards of trustees
of Western Reserve University, Adel-be- rt
College, Western
Reserve His- Continued

on Page

2

Dr. Walton Makes Speech
To Chamber of Commerce

C-sh- arp

Rimsky-Korsako-

ff

folk-son-

gs

Kenyon's

ardent Evolutionist, Dr. L.
on January 4, spoke before
the Mt. Vernon Chamber of Commerce.
His topic was "Heredity."
While this
subject is easily and often indiscriminately confused with "Evolution," Dr.
Walton tactfully evaded any such melange.
His talk on the other hand, would
have been familiar to any student of
Biology 1, 2, inasmuch as it traced
the growth of animal life from the one- -,
celled organism to the mammal of today. Dr. Walton also found a place to
introduce another of his doctrines
that all men are born equal, but not in
ability;
cannot
that environment
change the inherited characteristic.
The Chamber of Commerce, of course,
was delighted.
B. Walton,

THE

Pagre Two

COLLEGE LOSES TWO
GENEEOTJS FRIENDS

Continued from Page 1
toxical Society, Cleveland School of
Art, University School, and the Museum of Art.
From his first connection with Ken-yo- n
College as trustee in 1902, Mr.
Norton has contributed generously and
substantially to every need of the Ken-yo- n
institutions. When the college library was rebuilt, he and his wife built
the reference room, Norton Hall. Some
Of the other causes which the Nortons
aided materially are: the establishment of the Commons in 1912, and its
Improvement in 1916, the Kenyon EnLeonard
dowment Fund in
Hall in 1923, and the Bexley Endowwas alHe
ment Fund in
ways intensely Interested in the activities at Kenyon, and he was nearly always present at the annual Trustees'
Meetings and at the Commencement
exercises.
Funeral services for Mr. Norton were
read at St. Paul's church on Monday,
January 9, with Bishop Leonard, Bishop Rogers, Rev. Walter Breed of St.
Paul's, and President Peirce of Kenyon
College officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Norton leave two sons,
a daughter and a host of admiring
friends. Not the least of these friends
are the many people in Gambler who
knew the happy and devoted couple.
Kenyon can scarcely boast of more
sincere friends than were Mr. and
Mrs. David Z. Norton.
1920-192- 1,

1925-192- 6.
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'03, D.
the College in securing a larger repre- Philadelphia of which Matthew F. the famous "Blondy" Balcolm,
sentation of students from the Pitts- Maury is the head. The investment D. 1927.
departed from
Weaver
'12 Bob
burgh district. Officers of the past year house of Kelley, Drayton & Converse
with which he has been associated has Cleveland on January 4th for a trip
were
The Pittsburgh association does not recently dissolved.
through the west to the coast, combinwish to boast, but calls attention to the
'07 The Rev. Lester L. Riley has reing business and pleasure.
men
Kenyon
no
less than four
fact that
moved from Douglastown, L. I. to 36
Club
University
outstanding
in
are
Chambers St., Bayside, L. I.
Liddell,
sports.
Messrs. Hammond,
'08 Percival G. Elster has severed
Hamilton, and McAdoo are all partici- connection
with the Howe School,
pants in the club's bowling competi- Howe, Indiana, and resides in
111.
tions, the latter two being
in club scores.
'08 Paul J. Goldthorpe
has left
Chardon, O., to become associated with
Announcements concerning the cam- the Chamber of Commerce, 306 Broadof
paign of the Finance Committee of the way Bldg., Lorain, O.
'10 Robert A. Bentley was among
Alumni Council to put into effect the
finance plan adopted by the Council the Alumni visitors for the Muskingum
at its second annual meeting last Oc- game on January 17th, motoring up
tober have been held up pending the from Columbus.
'12 The Rev. William A. Thomas
of the
completion of the personnel
Committee under the chairmanship of after 11 years of service under Bishop
'03.
Rowe
Mr.
in Arctic Alaska has returned
Hammond's
Clark Hammond,
letter, however, will now be released with his family to assume charge of
Paul Bateman,
about the same time as this issue, and the work of the Church in Jackson's
Mgr.
the Council anxiously await results Hole country south of Yellowstone
from this very sound plan of meeting Park. Tommy urges all Kenyon men
motoring to the Park by the southern
its expenses.
route to make a stop with him in the
Four of the eleven men recently spacious log rectory once occupied by
elected State officers of the General
Society of Colonial Wars in Cincinnati are Kenyon men: William H. Kite, tliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliilnliiliiliiliiliilnliiliiiiiliiliiliilliliiliiliiliiluliiliilnlilliiiilluillllilulMliilHilllliliiliiliiliilliliiliilN
re-elect- ed.

La-Gran-

top-notch-

ge,

Compliments

ers

Bateman's

Restaurant

5
a

jr., '09; Bishop Theodore I. Reese, '13,
D. D.; the Rev. Albert N. Slayton, '96,
and William G. Mather, '24, L. L. D.

Meet Me At The Bakery

I

Certain Kenyon men will be inter-estin an item which came recently
to the Collegian's attention. Robert
i
E. Lee Mathews, Coach at Kenyon in
1913-1- 4
f
BEST OF SERVICE
has resigned as
and 1914-1Athletic Director and Football Coach at
5
MathUniversity.
"Mattie"
St. Louis
f
Room
Connection
in
Short
orders
hours.
all
Billiard
at
many
by
ews is recalled with affection
Alumni, and this news of him recalls
H. C. Stoyle, Prop.
Est. 1894.
an amusing incident. Upon his retireCincinnati
ment from Kenyon, Mathews recomapilllilllllililliiliiliiliiliiluliiliiliiliiuiiiiiiiiiitiililliilillilliilulillnliillililliillllllliilillilliiliilliliiiuliiliiliiliilillilliiliililllllul
Kenyon Alumni of Cincinnati and mended that a certain Rockne behapproached as his successor. It so
vicinity conducted their
now famous Rockne IIIIIHIMmUlllinillllllllllllUIIIIUIIIIniUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIHIMtllllllNIMIiaiMlinilUIMIIItllllltlllHIUinillllllllilllllH
reunion and dinner at the University pened that the considering
going to
Club there on Saturday evening, De- was then also
1
cember 3rd, with the President of the Notre Dame, and he admits that only a
toss-u- p
caused him to "take a try" at
College and the senior alumnus as
!
honor guests. Dr. Peirce is a member Notre Dame.
m
of the Cincinnati association, and the
5s
Personal Notes
venerable James N. Gamble, '54, Is a
regular attendant at the spring and
'93 On Jan. 13th Earl D. Babst, New
autumn gatherings of the Queen City York, Chairman of the Board of the
alumni.
5
American Sugar Refining Co., served
In addition to the President and the as chairman of the largest meeting of
was
attendalumnus,
the affair
senior
f
the combined sugar interests since the
ed by the Junior Trustee, the Rev. Al- War. Plans will be submitted to the
3
9
bert N. Slayton '96, who was elected to government for a national sugar instithe Board by the Alumni last June. tute. Mr. Babst has been made a diMain Street
Ohio
South
Mount
Vernon,
Robert A. CUne '16, president of the rector of the Chase National Bank.
a
Cincinnati association, acted as toast-mastH. lllIIIMINIIIlninltllltlllllllllIIIMIIIllllll1llnlttllllnMIMffttflMIMItllllltllMtlllMII(lnlMII1IMIMIMIMitll1tHHlllllllHIIIltlllHfll
'94 Mr.' and Mrs. Alexander
marannounce
the
Akron
of
Commins
Speakers in addition to these were riage of
daughter, Henrietta, to
Dr. Henry Stanbery, '96; Philemon B. George H.their
Hodgeson, Jr., of Cleveland, mjjai iBnB9iaiiiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiajiBtiB!iHiiTiBiraiaiiiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiajiaiiBiiaiiaiiaMviiaiiaiiaiiirfliiiMiiBTtiaiiaiiaiisi
m
Stanbery, '98; Thomas O. Youtsey, '98; on November 26th. Miss
Commins has
the Rev. Maxwell B. Long, '05, Belley attended many a Kenyon prom.
I
'08; Fred E. HaU, '06; and David W.
'98 Phil Stanbery has taken up resBowman, '14.
s
Others attending were Edward J. idence at 1032'Lockman Ave., CincinWe have a new supply of Kenyon and Plain Stationery
Franks, '82; Dr. A. J. Bell, '95; Clar- nati, following his marriage on Oct.
m
5
ence Pumphrey (Buchtel '74, honorary 29th.
'01 The address of Fred H. Zinn,
member); Reuben S. Japp, '06; Ralph
Fountain
Pens
for
Exams.
the
I
F. Gordon, '08; Alfred Day, '18; John head of Otis & Co.'s Toledo office, is
Anger, '21; William W. Alexander, .'25; changed from 201 Gardner Bldg, to
Lucien Layne, '25; H. J. Hitchcock, 219 Security Bank Bldg. The' same i
Note Books for next Semester
i
'
goes for Jay Lockwood, '04, one of his I '
'26; Burchell Rowe, '27; and Gale EvI
associates.
ans, '26.
patronage
Your
is
appreciated.
'99 Carl R. Ganter sails on FebruKansas City
Carl R. Brick, '18, heads the relative- ary 7th for a Mediterranean cruise.
'03 Bexley: J. C. Ingham resides ifSitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaitiiiiiii
ly small but very spirited group of Alumni in Kansas City, who held a well at Blackfoot, Idaho, and divides his
attended dinner in November, on Ken- time as Dean of St. Paul's Church, head nitiiiiiiiiiiioiniiiiitiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiMiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitiiiiiiuiiiiHin
of the Indian work in Idaho, at Fort
yon Day.
Hall Indian Reservation, and as one
Chicago
!
of the Examining Chaplains of the
Alfred H. Granger, '87, was toastmas-te- r state Missionary district.
and President Peirce the guest of
'04 Sutro Brothers & Co., ManhatVictor Records
Fountain Pens
Watch Repairing 1
honor at the Annual dinner of the As- tan brokers, have opened an office in
Complete Optical Service
I
sociation of Chicago on December 15th
11 South Main Street
at the University Club. The dinner was
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
attended by some forty Kenyon men,
NliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinilllnlliliiliiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinliiliilnluliiliuliiliiliiiiiiiilniuiiiiiitniiiiH'
one of the most successful ever held in

Good Things To Eat
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ALUMNI

semi-annu-

al

M. HYMAN

Cigarettes

Cigars

Smoking Supplies

er.

KENYON COMMONS SHOP

'

'

FRANK I, YOUNG, JEWELER

that

city.

Pittsburgh
The Kenyon Alumni of Pittsburgh
met for dinner on January 10th, with
President Peirce and Alumni Secretary
Philip Hummel as guests and speakers.
In addition there were present Clark
Hammond, '03, who acted as toastmas-te- r
in the absence of Levi H. Burnett,
president of the Association; Albert G.

S.

R. DOOLITTLE

General
Merchandise

;iiliiliili!liil)iliiliiliili!liiliiliiliiliiliiliilnliiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiuinl!ii!iiuiiiiiiinli!li!liiliiliil!iliiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiui
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AMERICAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Shoes Shined and Dyed

Student's Supplies
Liddell, '03; William H. Brown, '01;
Joseph J. McAdoo, '96; Stewart
Cakes and Crackers,
Felber's
'07; James W. Hamilton, '06;
Fancy
Chocolates
Robert Hyde, '25; William H. Burnett,
Kenyon Views
'21; Dr. James O. Wallace, '02; and the
13 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Rev. Edgar L. Tiffany, '15.
Ohio
It was decided to appoint a commit- Chase Ave.
tee on new students to
with
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii
Golds-boroug-

h,

Q-ambie-

co-oper- ate

r,

j

THE

ALUMNI
'14 '15 Bexley; The Rev. J. Ernest
Carhart was the subject of notice In
the Cleveland Topics not long ago. He
celebrates his sixth anniversary as rector of St. Alban's Church, which he
has built up in an extraordinary way.
Recently made editor of the Diocesan
paper, Church Life, he has long been
prominent in Diocesan affairs.
'14 D. D.: Bishop Frank DuMoulin,
former Bishop Coadjutor of Ohio, resident of Gambier, and lately rector of
the Church of the Saviour, Philadelphia, has resigned to accept the rectorship of All Souls Church, Biltmore, N.
C. The condition of his health
and
the need for a dry climate leads this
good Kenyon friend and
to
seek a more secluded and incidentally
very beautiful spot.
'15 Claude A. (Buck) Carr of Cleveland is the father of a second son,
born to Mrs. Carr early in January.
'18 Clifton K. Loomis of the Kent
School, Kent, Conn., was married last
July to Miss Edith McCallum Mutch
of Litchfield, Conn.
'19 Jim Beach of Coshocton
was
among the spectators at the Muskingex-trus-

tee

um game.

'19 Herbert B. Puffer has resigned
from the Cleveland office of the TJ.
S. Industrial Alcohol Sales Co. to go to
Detroit for the Forbes Vamish Co.,
Cleveland manufacturers of automobile lacquers.
'20 James L. Berkey has resumed
residence in Cleveland, at 19460
Blvd., after having completed a
term on the construction work of the
great congressional country club which
is building at Yorktown, Va., with golf
course laid out over the battlefield on
which Cornwallis surrendered to Washington.
'21 '22 Bexley: Herman Sidener has
had the unique experience of being
preacher at his father's Silver Jubilee
in the ministry, the service occurring
in St. Paul's Church, Steubenville,
where he has been rector for a decade.
'23 Sanford W. Small, teacher, who
comes to Gambier every summer to
conduct a tutoring course in Math. I
is now in the department of
and
Chemistry, Moran School, State of
Bat-ters-

ea

n

Washington.
'23 Laurance P. Wright's concern,
the Wright Music Co. of Cleveland,
has closed its retail store business, and
its former head will continue to manage the instrumental instruction school
and booking office for dance orchestras which has been a part of the busi-

ness.

'24 Ben D. Evans motored up from
Cincinnati to witness Kenyon's trouncing of Muskingum on Jan. 17th.
'24

L. L. D.: William Gwynne Math-

er of Cleveland, graduate of Trinity,
trustee of Trinity and Kenyon, has recently made a gift of $500,000 to his
college for the erection of a chapel.
'25 Louis M. Boehmer, once a stately
show girl in Puff & Powder Club productions, is holding the position of organist at the Hilliard Square Theatre,

Lakewood, Cleveland.
'25 Lloyd R. Price who for some
time after leaving college was with the
New York Office of the B. F. Goodrich Co., is with the Chase National
Bank of New York.
'26 Robert B. Harris, Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, now has headquarters at Louisville, Ky., and lives
with Pierre McBride, '18.
'26 Wendell C. Love of Coshocton,
lately coach of Kenyon basketball, attended the Muskingum game, and managed to control himself while the team

KENTON

COLLEGIAN

of his product and successor, Bud Evans, defeated the powerful Muskingum
quintet, for years the bete noir of Kenyon.
'26 George Shaffer has visited Gambier recently, and reports having entered the teaching field at Findlay
High School.
'26 F. Alton Wade was a visitor on
Dec. 14th and 15th. Having spent a
year teaching at the St. George School,
Newport, R. I., and several months
with Procter & Gamble, he has resigned to go abroad for several months.
'27 Robert P. Fitch spent a day on
the Hill just before the Holidays. He
now resides in Akron and is associated
with Redge Wells '25 in the insurance
business.
'27 Clayton Van Epps,
of Basketball and
player, is playing with a team representing the Peirce Oil Co. of Akron, while
working with B. F. Goodrich Co.
'27 John A. Wright, Procter & Gamble Co., is being moved from the
Cleveland office to St. Louis.

Pace Threw

n
defense;
Both teams used a
accurate
but Kenyon's
passing and shooting, and their ability
to stick by their guns after every ounce
of endurance had been used up, won
for them a game that will remain in
the minds of every persons who was in
Rosse Hall that evening, and with it,
we hope, the championship of the Ohio

The always cool Newhouse played hip
usual strong defensive game, and twice
during the evening "Steve" snapped hit
heels together and sank one of his regular long shots.
Muir, who took Johnson's place when
the latter followed Harrop from ths
game with four personal fouls, had
e
chance to show himself, for during
the last five minutes the Kenyon team
passed the ball around in Muskingum
teritory, glancing occasionally at Athletic Director Wiper, who was holding
the gun and smiling from ear to ear.
Finally the trigger was pulled, and a
joyous, noisy crowd swept out onto the
floor, and began replaying the game for
the first of countless times.
Lineups:
Kenyon
G. F. P.
....5 2 13
Robinson, If
Dempsey, rf
3 2
Johnson, c
8
2 0
4
Newhouse, Ig

five-ma-

fast-breaki-

ng,

lib-ti-

Conference.

Johnson's checking of Taylor was
beautiful to watch. The Muskingum
pivot man who had been running rampant for three years was held to three
baskets, while the Kenyon center scored
three himself. Dan Johnson is to be
congratulated.
Robinson's play at left forward was
even more remarkable in its brilliancy
than the speedy work of Putnam at
guard, who is consistently flashy. Perhaps it was the unexpectedness of the
former's accuracy at such opportune
moments that made him stand out.
Putnam, however, played a wonderful
game; the passing attack pivoted
around him, and his floor work and accurate shooting were characteristically
PURPLE SMTCKS
brilliant. Captain Dempsey led his
MUSKIE CHAMPS team in an admirable manner, and his
playing was appreciated by those who
knew real basketball. Bart wasn't "on"
Continued from Page 1
Purple followers were dismayed. Cap- that night, and realized it. So instead
tain Dempsey took time out, and after of shooting, he passed the ball to His
at every opportunity, and
talking it over, the team was finally teammates
devoted his attentions to a heady deready to go. Just two minutes after the fensive game.
ex-capt- ain

all-Confere-

nce

opening whistle Robinson, speedy Sophomore rorward, pivoted and sank the
first
for Kenyon. He followed with another immediately, and
the cloak of fear dropped from the
home team with a bang. Within five
minutes they ran up twenty points,
which drew a time out for Muskingum
with the score twenty to eight against
them, the crowd mad, and the noise
deafening.
Muskingum
came back
fighting desperately, and from than on
one of the most beautiful basketball
games ever played in Rosse Hall took
place. The Muskies shot at random;
and although every shot was hurried,
their years of experience enabled them
to sink four baskets and to bring the
6
score up to
in favor of Kenyon.
It stood at this point at the intermission, as ten almost exhausted athletes
filed off the floor amid the roars of the
crowd, after twenty minutes of lightning fast basketball.
At the beginning of the second half
the Kenyon team began to rain shots
at the east basket from all angles, and
had soon gained an even more comfortable lead, although by no means a safe
one. For Muskingum, not realizing
that they were being so badly overwhelmed on offense, defense, in fact, in
every department of the game, kept
battling furiously. At the middle of the
and
second half the score stood
lead until
Kenyon held this
the termination of the game. Muskingum, the champions of the Ohio
conference, the team that had held
victory but
Ohio State to a
a few weeks before, the team that had
held the strong Ohio Wesleyan aggregation to such a close score, the team
that was feared on every basketball
court in Ohio and western Pennsylvania, had bowed to a faster, more clever,
smoother team. The team wearing the
College. Why
Purple of Kenyon
shouldn't the bell ring? Why shouldn't
guns be fired, and songs sung?
two-point-

er

20-1-

31-2- 1,

ten-poi- nt

one-poi-

113

Putnam, rg

. 4

4

12

15

9

39

Totals

Muskingum
Harrop, If
Bradbury, rf
Taylor, c
Bain, Ig
Clark, rg
Wilson, f
Orr, f
i

F.

P.

0 0
2 0
3 7
0 0
4 0
0 0
2 0

0
4
13
0
8
0
4

7

29

G.

Totals

11
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AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On, Socka Darned
ana lorerytmng Menaea At ino Additional unarge.
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CORNELL and GREGORY

I

I

JEWELERS

I

E

?5

13

Mount Vernon, Ohio

West High Street
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Barbering up to a Standard
and not down to a price.
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MT. VERNON RADIO CO.

BARBER SHOP

j

W. H. STUMP

I

In rear of American Beauty

THOMAS A. WILSON

I

I

Radiola and Atwater Kent Radios
Complete Radio Service
16

Phone

North Main

991

j

Red

f
e
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JACK AND FRED

Shoppe.

Guaranteed Satisfaction

I

GARAGE

G. JAMMARON

ROAD SEEVICE

Cleaning, Pressing,

A.

g. SCOTT

Groceries
Dry Goods
General Merchandise
College Views
Gambier, Ohio
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Repairing
Pressing at
50 cents

Study Lamps

Lamp Shades

FOR

I

ANYTHING ELECTRICAL

I

SEE
GEO. KNECHT,

j

Jr.

WEST WING
Appliances
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dished out by the sophomore officials
today is no more like the orderly in
tllijg
struction of last year than Kenyon is
like Ohio State. Even less, for freshFounded in 1R56
man discipline" except for individual
collegiate
during
the
Published MONTHLY
guidance in the different divisions, has
year by the students of Kenyon College.
practically vanished from the Hill. It
Associa
College
Press
Ohio
(Member of the
is no more. To hear a freshman whistion)
tle is to be confounded; "it just isn't
being done this year." Green caps are
Editor in Chief
rare and interesting sights; "cutting
Joseph M. Poe, '28
campus" is now the freshman's prerogAssociate Editor
ative; order and quiet at the Commons
D. Morgan Smith, '28
is
is absolutely nil; "freshman line-uJunior Editors
ancient history. In fact, we no longer
Sturges, '29
have a freshman class at Kenyon; it
Rose, '29
is the "Class of 1931," on equal footing
Baxter, '29
with the rest of us. So, unless you
Business Manager
wish to call the gentle reminders durJohn Carroll, '28
ing Sunday dinner a form of freshCirculation Manager
man training, the work of "freshman
Stuart R. McGowan, '28
discipline" has vanished.
Assistant Business Managers
Charles Murray Cott, '29
The officials elected by the Class of
d
Stanley Wilson, '29
1930 are obviously too
and
too inefficient to handle the situation
For Subscriptions and Advertising Space
And thus far the Senior
address the Business Manager, Gambier, properly.
Ohio.
Council, another revered and awesome
Subscription, One Dollar and a Half per Kenyon myth, has not seen fit to take
Single Copies
the matters into its own hands. PerTear, in Advance.
Twenty Cents
haps they wish to spare the sophomores the indignity of such a move;
Entered in the Postoffice at Gambier. Ohio, perhaps they, too, decline the responas Second Class Matter
sibilities the task entails. At any rate
they have been typically inactive in
From the Press of
The Republican Publishing Co.,
the matter. And they, unfortunately,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
are the last resort of the undergraduate.
This is not a plea for severe hazing,
JANUARY 30, 1928
as practiced at West Point and Annapolis.
Such would be totally out of
place at Kenyon. Rather it is a
FINANCIAL
wail that the fine old traditions of Kenyon, traditions which ex1927 COLLEGIAN
ist in like form nowhere else in the
country, have been permitted to deBIG
generate into a comical illusion. Let us
either abolish the custom of "freshman
discipline" altogether or let us make
RECEIPTS:
it something. As It remains today, It
Balance in bank, October

jrerton Collegian

COLLEGIAN

INTRODUCIN- G-

p"

weak-knee-

REPORT

OF
SHOWS

19, 1926

$

33.31 is nothing but utter trash.
"Nineteen-thirty.- "
10.00
200.00
402.07 DR. LORD GIVES FEATURES

OF NEW CURRICULUM PLAN

$1.50
$1.00

59

$285.00
59.00
334.00

Total
Reimbursement from Alumni

Registrar

334.00

Council

$1,052.91

EXPENDITURES:

Previously reported
For issues of June 1 and June
18, and for collecting advertising for the year

$ 101.90

-

23.50
74.45
646.25
12.50

Postage

Printing
.
Incidentals
Percentage to business

man-

ager

50.00

TOTAL

$

908.60

SUMMARY
Receipts

$1,052.91
908.60

Expenditures
Balance (in bank)

144.31

Due from Assembly fees, but
left with Treasurer of Ken- yon College Assembly
PROFIT FOR THE YEAR
1926-19-

292.00
$ 436.31

27

26, 1927.

(Signed)

DAN Q. WILLIAMS,
Business Manager.

DO WE WANT IT OR NOT?
How long is the unmitigated farce
to recalled "freshman discipline"
main at Kenyon? It is a good question,
and one that will bear plenty of deep
thought. Obviously, as practiced today, this mild hazing is nothing more
than a hollow phrase, a parody of a
Kenyon tradition. What
sweet sarcasm it must be to the incoming freshmen to be told at the beginning of the year how to bear themselves in meekness and servility before
the sophomores and
And with what ease they become active
members of the student body: three
or
days of puerile chaffing, a "line-up- "
two, and it is over! Freshmen discipline? Bah!
And who is to blame? Primarily, the
class of 1930. It must be said that the
instruction meted out to the present
sophomores by "Maxon's Irreconcila-bles- "
was both just and adequate.
The impression made upon last
year's freshman class was clear and
should have been lasting. Yet it was
not.
The brand of college hazing

Suggests
Elective Courses

Pre-Professio- nal

The new curriculum adopted by the
Faculty last spring allows a wide range
of choice for the Kenyon student, not
only in his first years at college but especially in the selection of courses in
the particular field in which he wishes
to major or specialize. Experience has
shown that it is not wise for a student
to select definitely the particular field
in which he plans to specialize until
about the middle of his Sophomore
year. Accordingly the choice of studies during the Freshmen and Sophomore years is arranged so that a wide
field of study is specified and the student has the option of selecting the
particular subject in each field. In scior
ence he may choose Chemistry
Physics; in foreign language he has
some choice, emphasis being placed on
the language he has studied in High

63.53

TOTAL

June

ng

PROFIT

Donations
Assembly fees
Advertising
Subscriptions:
190

dis-pairi-

once-cherish- ed

upper-classme- n!

I

School.
At the middle of the Sophomore
year each student will select a member
of the college Faculty under whom he
wishes to specialize during his Junior
and Senior years and this member of
the Faculty will be his adviser from the
middle of the Sophomore year until he
graduates. This change of advisors insures not only Intelligent but sympathetic aid in the selection of the studies during the later two years in college. Under this system of advisors
the student may choose courses he considers most interesting and helpful,
after conference with and approval of
the professor in the department in
which he expects to do the largest portion of his further study.
For the guidance of those who have
not made choice of their particular
field the following suggestions as to
particularly valuable courses in preparation for the various fields of further
study or of business are made.
Medicine
The student who is planning to study
medicine should have at least three
years of Chemistry, one and one-ha- lf
years of Physics, and two years of Biology.
The Chemistry should include
Quantitative Analysis, Organic Chemistry, and Physical Chemistry, if prep
aration for the leading medical schools
is desired. In addition to the first year
course in Physics, a subsequent course
in Optics should be taken. Courses in

This is the fourth of a series of character sketches which
the Collegian will present this year.
Last month Professor Henry T. (Tife) West
Biology should include General Biology,
and Comparative Anatomy or Histology. The foreign languages to be selected are French and German.
Law
The student planning to study Law
should include in his selection, English
Legal and Constitutional History, courses in Political Science, Constitutional
and International Law; and in Economics especially: Trusts and Corporations, and Public Finance; also, Logic
and Ethics in the department of Philosophy may well be chosen.
Holy Orders
The young man who is planning to
study of Holy Orders should include in
his college study not only several courses in History, Philosophy, and Sociology but should also include as many
Greek language courses as is possible
for him to enroll in. He should also include one course in Biology and one in
Geology as the modern clergyman must
be able to answer questions regarding
the facts of science of today.

with a view of teaching the particular
subjects in which he specializes. He
should also include at least two courses in Psychology and courses in Public Finance and in Sociology. With this
choice of studies he will be able to obtain a teachers certificate by attending
one summer at a Normal School if he
wishes to teach in Ohio. If he teaches
in a private school or in some other
state the Normal School study may not
be necessary.
In this way he secures
better preparation than that of the
man who has spent the major part of
his senior year in the routine study of
Education, and neglected the advanced
courses in the subjects he plans to
teach.
The young man who intends to enter
Business may well major in Economics,
and should select as additional studies
Mathematics or Investment, Statistical
Mathematics, a course in Industrial
Chemistry and one in Geology. The
two mathematics courses do not require any knowledge of the calculus
and open up a field of study which is
the foundation of modern business.
National, City and State Governments
mtluucu 1X1 "le
"iajr

Engineering
In preparation for advanced study In
Engineering, Money and Banking, National, City, and State Governments,
French, and German are courses to be
selected from fields apart from the
Sciences. A prominent Chemical En- gineer recently said that in his person- ,.;
i
u of courses.
ali experience
more emphasis
should
Kenyon man wishing to specialize
have been placed on the study of Math- in Aany
other field than those mentionematics, Physics and Chemistry in
will consult the professor in the
preparation for the technical pursuits. ed
nearly related field and plan with
The particular courses should be select- most definitely
Under the new cur
ed after conferences with the heads of him,
riculum this professor will be his advisthe various science departments.
or in the latter two years in college.
Journalism
The record of Kenyon graduates at
A man planning to enter Journalism r.viP .TnVino wnnunc
Mri
should include in his courses as many school, in the Graduate School of the
as possible from the departments of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
English, Economics and Sociology, and m the Harvard School of Business
ministration, and in many other insti- Teaching
tutions of the highest standing for
A prospective
teacher should spe- - graduate or professional study has been
cialize in one or two subjects in which high and has been credited to the full-h- e
finds he has the greatest aptitude est extent at all these institutions.
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THE
SUGGESTIVE CRITICISM
OFFERED BY REVIEWER
BEADING

FOR HONORS
AT SWARTHMORE

By Robert C. Brooks, New York;
ford University Press, Amer-

Ox-

ican Branch

By Neal Dow, '28

In a democracy the individual is expected to subordinate his wishes to the
will of the whole. Perhaps this is as it
should be; sometimes the majority is
- right.
But even in such a state should
not the individual receive certain privileges in a center of enlightment, a
university or a college?
Evidently
American institutions of learning have
at least begun to feel that the unusual
person does suffer and a few have even
tried to ameliorate this situation. Notably successful among these is Swarth-mor- e.
-

At Swarthmore several years ago,
the faculty discovered that a few men
possessed the ability and the desire to
go deeper than their average classmates. Unfortunately a hopeless
of mechanical restrictions, required courses, credit hours, obligatory
attendance at recitations and lectures,
retarded unnecessarily and in some
cases, completely checked the extraordinary manifestation of intellectual
alertness. Sometimes these men satis-fle- d
their intellectual curiosity on their
own initiative, more often, however,
the standard raised by the "country
club" students stifled their enthusiasm.
The Swarthmore faculty concluded that
perhaps these unusual people were
worth saving. Accordingly they introduced a system of independent study
known as "Reading for Honors."
At the end of their. Sophomore year,
certain men, selected, by a process
starting before their, admission to college, for general intellectual ability,
not necessarily for excellent grades, are
allowed to read for honors. These men
choose some one course and concentrate in that field. One, perhaps, selects the social sciences. His work includes the History of Political Philosophy and Political Institutions, Philosophy and Ethics, Modern History and
History of Economic theory, and Evolution of Economic problems. Another,
selecting the French honors group, must
reach a degree of excellence in written and spoken language quite beyond
the standard of the ordinary major. He
must know the history of France and
its civilization, and make a detailed
study in some limited field of French
literature. He must possess a good
reading knowledge of Italian or Span-

KENTON

to that existing at Swarthmore before
1922. Mechanical restrictions and prescribed courses designed for the mediocre student or at least the inadequately prepared high school graduate
retard the man who wishes to study.
Freshmen have one elective; Sophomores are fortunate if they have two;
Juniors are still restrained and even
the Seniors often are burdened with
as many as three or four required
courses. Too often an excellent English scholar or linguist is pestered for
two or three years with Freshman
Mathematics. A clever mathematician
or skillful manipulator of test tubes
loses his degree because he cannot
memorize geschichten.

True, Kenyon students choose
for strange reasons, but I wonder
if not infrequently their selection is
limited by conflicts, prerequisites, etc?
The number of courses in his favorite
department is restricted. Some of them
occur every other year and then they
elec-tiv-

es
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conflict with less interesting prescribed
courses. In any case, it cannot be denied that the progress of a few is retarded by the many.
Whereas, under a system of independent reading such as the Swarthmore honors plan, the exceptional man
graduates with a splendid foundation
in one field, too often the Kenyon
graduate has scraped the surfaces of
several courses with no relation to
each other. But perhaps, confusion on
many points is preferable to clarity on
one.
I believe it is unnecessary to plead

further for the advantages that Kenyon would receive in the adoption of
such a plan of independent study. It
remains to show that its adoption of
such a plan would be practicable.
Granting that the majority of high
school graduates enter Kenyon with an
inadequate general training, the Freshmen and Sophomore years can fill this
cavity. Compulsory attendance at lec- -

tures is not required Jn. England or on
the continent. Several of our own
larger institutions have abandoned It
successfully. But these are minor ob.

jections.

There is one serious obstacle which
cannot be overlooked. Faculty members cannot undertake the extra work
of honors groups and continue with
their regular classes under the old curriculum. Establishment of an honors
plan necessitates a larger faculty and
.

consequently more salaries. At Swarthmore during the first two years of the

experiment, regular instructors bore
the burden of the additional work.
Then the general education board
granted the college a subsidy with
which to continue the new curriculum.
I am sure that the added item on the
Kenyon budget that honors work requires would be Justified by the obvious advantages to the exceptional
students. "Education should be reserved for an aristocracy of Brains."
.

net-.wo- rk

.

America Discovered for $7200
Old records show that the cost of Columbus' first
expedition to America amounted, in modern exchange,
to only $7200. To finance Columbus, Isabella,
Queen of Spain, offered to pawn her jewels. Today
word comes from Spain indicating that a twentieth
century importation from the new world is fast effect-- .'
ing a sufficient saving to ransom many royal jewels.'
The Spanish Northern Railway reports that the
American equipment with which in 1924 the railroad
electrified a mountainous section of its lines from Ujo
to Paj ares has accomplished the following economies:

ish.

The honors student is exempt from
all required class exercises, examinations, credit hours, and other limitations of the ordinary collegiate curriculum. Instead he attends to read
papers on assigned subjects and listen
to the papers of others and discuss
them. Several professors attend these
conferences and frequently visitors from
other colleges are present. All enter
freely into the discussion. The honor
student here does not hesitate to express his opinion. If he has ideas, he
will not be hooted down as a "course
spoiler" if he presents them. Whereas
in the ordinary class room the student

is bound to receive one professor's favorite theory, here in the presence of
several instructors, he discovers that
every topic has its conflicting opinions.
When, therefore, at the end of his Senior year, he confronts a strange examiner, he will be better prepared to answer questions from any point of view.
The examinations prove conclusively
the soudness of the system. Eaminers
are professors from twenty or more
foremost American colleges whose only
knowledge of the Swarthmore honors
students and their training is the list
of books they have read. They test
the students from a wholly impartial
point of view. In a written examination of the French type, they try to discover not what the student does not
know but what he does know. Then follows an oral interrogation in which
the examiners may satisfy themselves
as to the student's attention to detail. The results have been gratifying
in every case.
The Swarthmore experiment deserves
the careful consideration of Kenyon.
The situation here is not wholly foreign

I

cost of power.
in the number of engine miles fofl
the same traffic handled.
3. A saving of 73
in the cost of repairs and upkeep
for locomotives.
in crew expenses.
4. A saving of 63
in the cost of moving a
5. A reduction of 31
of freight.
1. A 55
saving in the
2. A reduction of 40

The substations, overhead
equipment for the complete
installation, and six of the
twelve locomotives for this
particularly difficult and
successful electrification
were furnished by the General Electric Company. General Electric quality has
attained universal recognition; the world over, you
will find the G-- monogram
on apparatus that is giving
outstanding service.
E

ton-kilome-

ter

In every part of the world, electricity has replaced
less efficient methods and is saving sums far
greater than the ransom of a queen's jewels. You
will always find it an important advantage in your
work and in your home, f
350-3- 2
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CONSTITUTION OF THE
KEIIYOII

ASSEMBLY

(This is the second Installment of the
constitution. Ed.)
(Continued from December Issue)
Article
Duties

7
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without the approval of the Executive
Committee, nor expend any money except on the authority of the Execu-

shall notify the Chairman of the Senior Council of the time and place.
(d) . That every professor shall check
up on his men as he gives out the examinations, and that he remain for
fifteen minutes after the hour for
which examination is scheduled, for
this purpose.
(e) That any man who Is not there
within fifteen minutes shall not be permitted to take the examination.
Conduct:
(a) . A student shall not be absent
from the examination room for more
than fifteen minutes and shall not enter any other college building than that
In which the examination Is being held.
(b) . There shall be no remarks, questions or conversations which In any
way could affect the answering of an
a
(Specially,
examination question.
student shall not ask for the spelling of
a word, make any comment or ask any
question as to the meaning of an examination question, nor say how much
he has written on a certain subject.)
note-boopaper,
(c) . No text-boo-k,
Director.
K. Presentation of "K's", sweaters, nor anything that might be used In an
numerals and gold awards, shall be examination, may be brought Into the
made in Assembly by the chairman, If building In which the examination Is
feasible, but not If such presentation being held, except at the specific request and the knowledge of the profesnecessitates a long delay.
(b) All letters, numerals, and gold sor.
(d) . Noise or anything that might
awards shall be purchased by the Athletic Director, and paid for from the disturb those taking an examination Is
Assembly funds appropriated to him prohibited.
Enforcement:
for that purpose.
(a) . No student shall take an examARTICLE 13
ination who has not signed the Honor
Amendment
Section 1 Any proposed amendment Pledge.
(b) . It shall be the special duty of
to this constitution or
shall be
read and laid on the table at least one the Senior Council to see that no one
week before any action Is taken. No stays overtime at the examination.
(c) . Penalties:
amendment shall be considered unless
1. If a violation of these rules InIt Is put Into writing.
Section 2. No amendment of this volves a deceit or a dishonesty, the Seconstitution shall be passed except by nior Council shall recommend to the
a three-fourtvote of the members Faculty that the offender be expelled
present.
from college.
2. If the violation involves a wilful
Section 3 For the purpose of amendment and general understanding disobedience, the Dormitory rules shall
this constitution shall be published be enforced and the Senior Council
once yearly In an issue of the Colle- shall recommend that the offender be
record In winning first place
in any lntercollglate meet.
E. Tennis 4 inch block "K" with
T-- T
In white in the two lower blocks.
F. Managers' letters shall have a
small white "M" In the right hand leg.
G. Three letters In football, or In
basketball, entitle a Senior to a small
gold football or basketball, to be worn
as a watch charm as a token of reward.
H. To be eligible to vote for a captain
a man must have fulfilled the requirements for a "K" and have been duly
recommended and accepted.
I. Sweaters shall be awarded to man-aeeof football and basketball provided that there is enough money In
the treasury.
(a) Sweaters shall be awarded only
to first letter-me- n
or to Seniors.
J. Only those men who have rendered
service
faithful
in their respective departments shall be awarded their class
numerals. These numerals shall be
awarded by the Executive Committee
unon recommendation of the Athletic
Kenyon

tive Committee.
Section 4 No Manager of any department shall disburse any money except on the authority of the Executive
Committee.
Section 5 The manager of each department and his assistants shall be
responsible for all uniforms, properties,
care of grounds, etc., pertaining to his
department and shall collect all dues
and fees of his department.
Section 6 All duties not otherwise
assigned shall devolve upon the business managers of the departments.
Section 7 No member shall be manager of more than one team In one
year.
Section 8 In regard to the selection
of managers in football, basketball, and
baseball as follows:

(1) Elect a student representative to
serve on the Board of Managers of
the College Commons.
(n) Supervise the annual elections
of the Assembly and make such rules
and regulations as it shall deem necessary to discourage a person or a group
of persons influencing any other person
or group of persons in casting their
Independent vote, in lieu of exchange of Manager (Senior).
office or understanding which would
Assistant (Property Manager: Sentend toward any such exchange of ior).
office.
Junior Manager (Two).
(1) Constitutional Divisions shall reSophomore Manager (Three).
port their nominations for Assembly ofThe manager of each sport shall call
fices to the Senior Council, and said for Sophomore managers at the opennominations shall be posted on the col- ing of his season. In the middle of the
lege Bulletin board at least one week season, there are three to be chosen
by the Executive Committee from a list
before Assembly elections.
(o) Each member of the Senior of five recommended by the manager.
Council shall, before taking office, take At the end of the season, two are to be
Committee
chosen by the Executive
the following pledge:
from the three Sophomore managers
"I hereby promise to carry out
during my term of office, faithfully for the position of Junior Managers.
From the two Junior Managers the Exand to the best of my ability, the
ecutive Committee
shall choose the
rules laid down by the Senior
Manager and the Assistant for the
Council."
Section 6 It shall be the duty of the next year. The Manager shall receive
Executive Committee to meet on the his letter and the Assistant his class
call of its chairman at least once every numerals. All men holding these posi
two weeks or at such a time as it may tions shall receive recognition as such
agree upon: to elect the assistant treas- managers in all college publications.
urer of the Assembly; to select the bus- Each Assistant shall conduct two trips
iness managers and assistant business with the team of his department.
managers of each department named in
ARTICLE 10
(Article 3, Section 2.) A candidate must
Department Organization
receive five votes to be elected; to reSection 1 The members of the footquire a report from any business man- ball, basketball, track and tennis teams
ager or his assistant as often as it may who have received their "K's" shall
deem it necessary. In such reports no elect captains for their respective teams
money shall be deemed paid out by at the end of their respective seasons.
the manager unless he have vouchers
Section 2 The members of the Glee
or other satisfactory evidence to show Club shall elect their leader for the
for the same; to control the disburse- ensuing year before the end of the secment of all the moneys of the Assem- ond semester of each year.
bly; to adjust all difficulties arising in
Section 3 The leader shall choose
the relation of the different depart- all members and have full control of
ments.
the club at all meetings and concerts
Section 7 All expenditures to the ac- (with the consent of the Executive
count of the Reveille must be author- Committee.)
Section 4 For the election of capized by the Executive Committee, and
all contracts made by the manager tain of any athletic team, a majority
vote
of the members of said team, entimust be done with the consent of the
same committee and countersigned by tled to a vote shall be necessary, except
vote be required
that a
both its chairman and its secretary.
Section 8 The editorial responsibil- to elect, if said candidate be a member
ity of the Reveille shall be vested in the of a section of the student body holdJunior Class, the officers of the same ing a captaincy in one of the other deto be elected by the Class; but the fin partments during the same collegiate
ancial responsibility connected with the year. In case of a tie managers are enpublication shall rest in the Assembly, titled to vote.
its authority being exercised by its
ARTICLE 11
members on the Executive Committee,
1
Section
Athletic Director
which body shall be charged with the shall submit toThe
the Executive Commitappointment of a Business Manager.
tee at the end of each sport season, his
Section 9 Those members of the As- or the coach's
recommendations for
sembly who have paid their Assembly athletic
letters,- numerals, sweaters,
fee are entitled to one copy of the Re- gold awards and managers. To formuveille.
late this, he shall consult with the
ARTICLE 8
coach of each department (if any) and
Department Membership
the captain of
department, and
Section 1 Members of the Assembly shall present the the
of those who
eligible
shall be
to membership in any have fulfilled the names
requirements
for
department.
Varsity letters required under Section
Section 2 Members of the football, 2 of this Article. From
reports
these
baseball, track, basketball and tennis only shall those men be selected to
team shall be chosen by the coach or whom athletic "K's" are awarded.
athletic director and captain.
Section 2 Athletic "K's" shall be
Section 3 Members of those depart- awarded in the following
manner; all
ments having department constitutions letters
shall be purple In color:
accepted by the Assembly, shall be
A. Football, 7 Inch block "K"; rechosen as specified by their respective quirements: 50 percent or more of the
constitutions, copies of said constitu- quarters of the intercollegiate games
tions to be entered in a minute book of of one season.
the Assembly.
Provided that any men recommended
ARTICLE 9
by the Executive Committee and apDepartment Managers
proved by the Assembly may receive
Section 1 The executive power of regulation "K's."
each department shall be vested in a B. Basketball 5 Inch block "K"; reBusiness Manager, who shall be an un- quirements: 50 percent or more of the
dergraduate member of the Assembly, halfs of the Intercollegiate games of
elected according to Article 7, Section one season.
6.
C. Baseball
5 Inch straight "K"; reSection 2 Any member of the As- quirements: 50 percent or more of the
sembly is eligible for the position of innings of the intercollegiate games of
manager of any of the departments. one season; provided that pitchers
Provided that the Director of Athletics need only one third of the Innings to
shall have final jurisdiction in sched- win a letter.
uling athletic contests and In making
D. Track 5 Inch straight "K"; resettlemeent with the opposing teams.
quirements: 2 first places or 15 points
Section 3 The Business Managers won in competition with Conference
of the Collegian, Reveille, Dramatic teams, or have placed In the "Big Six
and Glee Clubs shall sign no contracts Conference Meet," or have broken a
two-thir- ds
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If a violation Involves carelessness
the offender shall be reprimanded at
the first regular meeting of the AssemQuorum
A majority of the members of the bly after his conviction and the ofAssembly constitute a quorum.
fense shall be reported to the member
of the Faculty under whom the examn
ination was taken.
Order of Business
(d) . Any violation of the spirit of the
1. Roll-ca- ll
at election only.
2. Reading minutes of the preceding
Honor System which does not come
meeting.
under these rules shall be dealt with as
3. Secretary's report.
the Council sees fit.
4. Treasurer's report.
Tests:
5. Report of the Secretary of the Ex(a). These rules except Section 1 (a),
1 (c), and 11 (b), shall apply to the
ecutive Committee.
tests. All final examinations shall be
6. Report of Committees.
7. Election of officers.
held In Rosse Hall. The Matriculation
8. Miscellaneous
Examinations shall be held in Phllo
business.
9. Adjournment.
Hall.
Compiled and revised,
m
Nov. 2, 1927.
Five voting members shall constitute
a quorum of the Executive Committee.
BY-LAW-

3.

S

1

IV

In case of any disagreement of the
Executive Committee or between the
Executive Committee and any manager, appeal shall be made to the As

sembly.
Rules of the Honor System

Time:
(a). Except by special arrangement
the time of examinations shall be from
eight to twelve and from two to six.
(b). Every student must turn In his
paper within five minutes of the end
of the examination.
(c). If a special time is agreed unon
by a professor and a student, the latter

Regal Shoes
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The $6.60 Shoe
Latest Styles
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DR. PEIRCE SPEAKS
TO MT. VERNON MASONS
On January 6, Dr. Peirce spoke before
a gathering at the Masonic Temple in
Mt. Vernon. His theme was a timely
one. The good Colonel Lindbergh, that
restless soul, again came in for a max
imum of praise, in which his flights to
Prance and the Central American re
publics were seen as kindly influences
to draw these countries into a more
perfect understanding with the United
States.
In his reference to Central America
Dr. Peirce did not fail to mention the
influence that Spain and Spanish for
bears have had on the life, art, and
outlook of these Latin republics.

F. S. LUTHER
DIES RECENTLY

Pea-bod-

DR.

The

Rev. Dr. Flavel S.

Ward-Belmo-

Luther, Presl

dent Emeritus of Trinity college, Hartford, Conn., and a leader of the Prot
estant Episcopal Church, died shortly
after midnight of Jan. 3, at his home in
Pasadena, Cal.
Dr. Luther was at one time a profes
sor of mathematics at Kenyon College
during his earlier years, and has since
become widely known in educational
circles. He was for a time President of
the Pasedena University club, and was
in great demand as a public speaker.
Dr. Luther's family traced its lineage
to Johannes Luther, brother of Martin
Luther, the reformist. Dr. Luther, who
held several honorary college degrees
was also an engineer of ability.
He
served as consulting engineer for the
Pope Manufacturing Company of Hart
ford and invented many devices used
by concern. He is survived by his wife,
Isabel Ely Luther. They had been maryears.
ried for fifty-si- x

LACY LOCKERT
COMPLETES VERSION
Lacy Lockert, former member of the
Kenyon English department, has completed his version of Dante's "Inferno,"
which is an assimilation of numerous
direct translations.
Prof. Lockert hopes to have the version published during the coming

FI VE MEMBERS OF FA CULTY
DALLY AT CONVENTIONS
Conventions and meetings of learned
societies attracted five members of the
Kenyon faculty during the Christmas
recess, despite the strong call to home
and fireside. Those five who journeyed
afar to add their bit to the collection
of erudition and wit were Drs. Radford, Walton, Allen, Rigg, and Water-house.

The Linguistic Society of America,
and the American Philogi-ca- l
Association, Dec.
both meeting in Cincinnati, drew Dr. Radford to
their midst. Both he and Prof.
of Leland Stanford read papers on "The Culex," a poem falsely
Dec.

27-2- 8,

28-3- 0,
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un-usua-
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ited argument that Jean Racine's break
with the Jansenists of Port Royal (during the years 1665-7was not as complete as has been customary to assume. There is a vague rumor floating around that shortage of time
forced Dr. Waterhouse to stop his reading before it was finished. If so, it
was not, we are sure, before he had
completely squelched any opponents
who yet remained.

LOREY'S

7)

DRUG STORE

"TITE" WEST

115 South Main

Street

Mount Vernon,

Ohio

SHOCKS GAMBIER
The Wednesday before Christmas vacation proved to be a red letter day for
Kenyon College. For it was on that
date that the cry went 'round the
TOILET ARTICLES
battlements that Dr. West would not DRUGS
meet his classes for the rest of the
week. Never has any individual event
so shaken the foundations of our small
but thriving community, nor has the
credulity of the student body ever been
so strained. This momentous occasion
was the first of its kind within the
CIGARS
TOBACCOS
memory of Gambier's Oldest Inhabitant. Had Ascension Hall obeyed a
CIGARETTES
sudden whim and strolled leisurely
down the middle path it would have
been greeted with no more surprise and
wonder than was Dr. West's decampment.
The incredulous hosannas of the thus
liberated German students were, however, completely dampened on receipt
of the intelligence that Dr. West's hasty departure was made necessary by
the grave illness of his daughter in
Buffalo.
We are happy to announce the recovery of the daughter and the return of
the Herr Professor to his daily round.
The special correspondent of the Collegian has extorted a promise from the
savant to the effect that he will not
overthrow local tradition by playing

Fountain Pens,
Desk Sets,

and Pipes

the truant again during at least the Your name engraved free on any
next two generations.
pipe or pen bought here.

So Say The

Faculty

"Don't be an awss all your
lifer Ashford.

Heckler Pharmacy

28-3-

ascribed to Virgil. It is understood,
however, that some scholars still in- Janseniste
sist it is his work, Dr. Radford's impassioned arguments to the contrary
Both papers were well received, Dr.
Radford's especially with laughter and
applause. It was the general opinion
of the Association that Dr. Radford
and Prof. Fairclough had much the
better of their opponents.
Dr. Walton, who attended the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, meeting at Nashville Dec.
26 to Jan. 2, had little to say concerning his trip. It is interesting to note,
however, that he spent some time with
Judge Ralston, arbiter in the famous
Scopes trial. Isn't it peculiar how
these Fundamentalists will stick together?
Dr. Allen was another Kenyon professor attendant
at Nashville. He,
however, was more interested in the
work of the American Mathematical
Society and the Mathematical Association of America, both of which organiMt.
zations he is a member. He estimated
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FACULTY

6,000 scientists were present at the
various society meetings held in Nashville that week. Of especial interest
to him were two papers, the first, "Elementary Exposition on the Fundamental Mathematics for Statistics" by Prof.
Huntington of Harvard; the second was
Prof. Arnold Dresden of Swarthmore's
article on the "Philosophy of the Fundamentals of Mathematics." C. N.
Moore of Cincinnati also read a most
interesting paper on "Divergent Series and Their Applications."
Dr. Allen then attempted to explain the
meaning of these titles, but was soon
so far beyond the mental capacity of
the reporter that he gave it up in disgust.
Dr. Allen was profuse in his praise
of Nashville.
This southern city has
grown tremendously in the last few
years, and is one of the educational
centers of the south. Some seventeen
institutions of higher learning are loy
cated there, including Vanderbilt,
College for Teachers, The Pisk
(colored) University, and the
School for Girls. Concerning
this last institution Dr. Allen was
verbose, for it was here that
the members of the two mathematical
societies were lodged. Southern hospitality, it seems, is something more than
a name in Nashville.
Comfort and ease were the watchwords at the Nashville convention. Everything possible was done for the convenience of the societies meeting there,
the city furnishing free trips not only
through the town itself but to neighboring places of interest. One of these
was an all-dtrip to Smoky Mountain, where the transporation, food,
and all expenses were paid by the city
fathers. Another point of interest lay
in the public park. There is here a
replica of the Parthenon, built originally of stucco for the Art Exhibit of
1905 but so beautiful that it was later
replaced by a permanent structure.
This last is entirely of cement, made
so cleverly that the building looks exactly like real native stone of old
Greece. It has the appearance of grey
granite or gneiss. It is complete to
replicas of statuary on the ornamental
freize, almost perfect reproductions of
the old Greek originals. A third trip
included a visit to Andrew Jackson's
old home, which has been turned into
a museum of Jacksonia.
0
was
Down in Columbus on Dec.
the meeting of the American Psychological Association, attended by Dr.
Rigg. Of especial interest to him was
an address by Prof. Hollingworth of
Columbia, who cleverly and lucidly outlined the differences between Behaviorism and Introspective Psychology. It
was here also that Dr. Rigg noted a
book called "American Men of Science," a sort of Who's Who of our
American scientists. Kenyon men will
be interested in knowing that six members of the faculty are mentioned in
this volume. They are: Dr. Allen,
mathematics; Dr. Walton, biology; Drs.
Coolidge and Lord, chemistry; Dr.
Johnson, physics; and Dr. Rigg, psy-to
Phychologists, according
chology.
Dr. Rigg, are not always so prone to
evitake themselves seriously, as is Mary
denced by the statement that
Baker Eddy was the real founder of
vB Rphnvlnrists.
ModOn Dec. 29 at Louisville, in theWater-house
ern Language Convention, Dr. "Racine,
read a paper entitled:
Malgre Lui." It was a spir- -
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CAMPUS
FORTNIGHTLY MEETINGS
FOR STUDENTS OF ENGLISH
Incorporated In the new bulletins just
Issued is a plan for an English Journal
Meeting, to wit: Fortnightly meetings
of all members of the department, ad
vanced and special students, for re
views of new books, articles, and re
ports of investigations.
This is the crystallization of a long

considered scheme, which will be sup
ervised by Dr. W. P. Reeves, Dr. P. W.
Timberlake. and Prof. C. M. Coffin. No
college credit will be given for these
meetings, which will rather serve as a
medium for the exchange of information by those who would be students
voluntarily.
These meetings, to be held in one of
the rooms in the English department,
on the third floor of South Ascension
hall, will begin the second semester.

MIDDLE ASCENSION
SOON TO BE OCCUPIED
If you have not recently made a
visit to middle Ascension, you should
find time to do so at once. A delightful surprise awaits you there. It is a
changed place; no longer do floors and
stairs creak under your tread; no more
are you in danger of your life as you
tvlss from one room to another; no
longer is it impossible to see your hand
before your face in Philo hall. Middle
Ascension has undergone as complete
and happy rejuvination as the building's
two wings. It is substantial, practical,

beautiful, a fitting companion to modern Mather Hall across the way.
Nor has this improvement marred the
old beauty of the place; rather has it
improved it. All the interior woodwork, the floors excepted, have been
builded and fitted together from the
old joists of Ascension's former flooring. As a result Ascension is finished
not in imitation old oak but in the
real thing. One glance at the innumerable old nail holes in the doors and
panelling proves it.
The President's suite, about which
much has already been written is rapidly nearing completion. Already it has
an air of grandeur and dignity with
its beautiful oak panels and doors. One
miles of moulding have
and one-ha- lf
been used in the interior work of these
rooms alone. This first floor of middle
Ascension will be ready for occupancy
by the beginning of the second semester, early in February.
The basement of Ascension, which
with the final touches will be completed sometime in May, has been divided into over a dozen rooms, all of
which have been definitely assigned. The
center basement, on the left, will contain rooms for the supervising engineer
and superintendent; on the right, mailing, addressing, and mimeographing
rooms. South Ascension basement will
be occupied by the Registrar's office
and the book salesroom. The basement on the north end will house a
shop, office, and several storage rooms.

WILL REDEDICATE
LITERARY HALLS
Rededication of Nu Pi Kappa and
Philomathesian halls in Middle Ascension will be the occasion for formal exercises Feb. 22, when members of these
two literary societies, together with
members of the faculty and invited students, will gather to hear the histories
of the two groups, a formal dedication
by Dr. W. F. Peirce, and an address by
Dr. Denby, of Ohio State university.
Following the ceremony, the parlors
of Middle and South Leonard will be
thrown open for a reception and social

evening.
In connection with the rededication
exercises, illumination of Old Kenyon,
an old custom, has been arranged. The
transparencies, used at the time of the
Centennial, will be remounted.
The
whole affair is reminiscent of the
Washington birthdays of yore on the
Hill.
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Then for several hours George just
sat in the front seat beside the driver
and tried to keep his wits about him,
which was about all he could do. He
started out early in the drive to make
conversation, to while away the fleeting hours. As they passed through Coshocton, the talk began to die down;
by the time they reached New Philadelphia,
It had practically ceased.
George found it rather difficult; the
driver rarely replied, while the gentleman in the rear seat with the shifty
eyes and the .38 revlover Just didn't
appeal to George at all. So when they
reached Dover, there was a very chilly,
unfriendly atmosphere inside the car.
A few miles past Dover, the car
turned up an old river road, leading
eventually to the robber "hang-out- ."
Here the blue sedan stopped to pick
up a third member of this merry band,
and here George again used his wits
and his eyes.
Exchanging license plates with another stolen car they had brought here, the
modern Robin Hoods next turned their
undivided attention to their hostage.
They collected among other things his
watch and money. Continually during
this transaction the gentleman with
the shifty eyes and the .38 revolver
made suggestive remarks about "plugging him" or "popping him off," which
left no shadow of doubt in George's
mind as to the character of the man
with whom he was dealing. Fortunately,
however, the other Dick Turpins decided against it, and George was left
to catch them in the end.
After complicated maneuvers to cover
their tracks, the three highwaymen

QUICK, WATSON!
THE NEEDLE!

ambled in to a nearby farm house,
telephoned the Dover authorities, who
sent a car for him, and then notified
his parents in Mt. Vernon of his adventure. Retribution was not long in
overtaking the varmints. George spent
most of Sunday with the Mt. Vernon
sheriff and several of the local gendarmerie searching for the mysterious
hide-oof the burglar band. Fortunately, George has a better memory
than most of us, and eventually uncovered it to the minions of Law and
Order. These worthy gentlemen captured one of the gang in the house, and
with his information succeeded in
rounding up the other two. And George
was only too glad to identify them, especially the one with the shifty eyes
and the .38 revolver.
Incidentally, George got the new blu
Dodge sedan back, and we think, after
all, that's what he was interested in.

Our various spies and secret agents
have recently brought us news of a
most astounding fact. It seems that
one Philip Hummel, secretary to the
alumni and general factotum of the aucollection
thorities, has a valuable
safely concealed in the strongbox which
his office boasts. This collection consists of over five thousand documents,
laboriously penned since September by
Dr. Peirce's class in American history.
These masterpieces average about two
pages each, and all of them are written
on standard typewriter paper, which is
eleven and one half by eight and one
half inches.
As soon as we learned the above statistics concerning this veritable library
we proceeded to do the obvious thing.
We ran breathlessly to Dr. Allen and
gasped out our information.
"Elementary, Watson, elementary,"
the sage vouchsafed. Three quick claps
of the long, mathematical fingers and
two huge Ethiopians appeared, bearing
between them a slide rule. Deftly seizing this infernal machine, Dr. Allen
carefully applied to it several drops of
CLIFF HORTON
Three-in-Ooil and explained gayly:
as
see,
gentlemen,
slide
it doesn't
"You
THE BARBER
a rule."
After the carnage resulting from that
salvo had been cleared away the doctor
rolled back his cuffs, satisfied us that
there was nothing concealed in his
sleeves, and grasped the slide rule firm
ly in his left hand. Presto! Dickie
Doolittle came dashing down the corriPool Room In Rear
dor bearing the desired result in his
gentlemen,
hand. And here we are,
dumped George most unceremoniously
here we are:
First, if all these papers were to be into the mud near Dover. And the
laid end to end, they would extend for mud thereabouts is the real thing.
nine thousand, five hundred and Then, without even thanking George
eighty-thre- e
feet, or one and eighty-tw- o for the ride, the men drove off.
hundredths miles. The distance
The rest is
George
from the door of middle Kenyon to the
front door at Bexley and back again is
jiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiitii
hundredexactly one and seventy-fiv- e
ths miles. In other words we might
make a double path of these papers between Old Kenyon and Bexley and still I
feet,
have thre hundred and sixty-nin- e
seven inches, or three hundred and
eighty-fiv- e
sheets of typewriter paper
remaining.
I
Secondly, the total area of these five
thousand works of art is seven hundred
and one third square
and fifty-thrALWAYS THE LATEST RECORDS
yards, or two acres and thirty-fiv- e
ne

ut

anti-clima- x.

MARDIS MUSIC STORE

m
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a

I
a

I

ee

square yards.
And lastly we are informed on good
authority that if all these documents
were to be piled one on top of the oth- er, they would doubtlessly fall down.

West Side Public Square
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WHITE PHOTOGRAPHERS
WILL TAKE GROUPS

Noon Luncheon
11 a. m. to 2 p. m.

White Studio, of New York, will send
representatives to Gambler Feb. 13, 14,
to photograph the fraternity and club
groups for the 1929 Reveille. This will
conclude the photographic work for
the book.
Subscriptions are being received by
Stanley Wilson, circulation manager,
from numerous alumni, who are anxious to obtain the limited supply of copies of these Centennial Commencement
annuals, which will be off the press by
May 1.

It all happened

because George
Knecht believes in lending a helping
hand to pedestrians on the Gambier-M- t.
Vernon road. That is, George used
to believe in it, but since Saturday, Jan.
14, he has had his doubts.
It was on
that day that the last of George's illusions was cruelly shattered.
Just outside the town limits of Mt.
Vernon on that memorable day, George
stopped and picked up two rather
young men. He was driving
that new blue Dodge six of his, and
was no doubt anxious to show what it
could do. In any event, he didn't have
to wait long to show it, because George
hadn't taken his passengers very far
when one of them, sitting in the back
seat, eased a .38 revolver into the small
of his host's back.
"Git over to one side and let someone else drive!" commanded this breezy
individual.
George got.
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Toasted
Sandwiches
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THE STORY OF THE
BOLD BAD BANDITS
AND A BLUE SEDAN

Mount Vernon, Ohio

i

minim

5 p. m.
mm
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to 8 p. m.
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Regular Dinners at All Hours

1

CRYSTAL RESTAURANT

I

Cor. Main and Ohio Ave.
LADIES BEST ROOM

?

Open Day and Night

i
Mt Vernon

1
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ED. WUCHNER

TAILOR
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Greeting Cards

Gift Novelties

THE KOKOSING GIFT SHOP

I

I
I

East Gambier Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

35

Stationery
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Books

1

THE

KENYON

LIBRARY CONTAINS PRECIOUS
COLLECTION OF OLD VOLUMES

CAMPUS

Pagi Nine

COLLEGIAN

BEXLEY CHOIR
VISITS TWO PARISHES

L. VERNON

Among the many books of scientific

BRIDGE CLUBBERS
BATTLE AT DUPLICATE
Dr. R. B. Allen was host to the six
teen members of the Faculty-Studebridge club Jan. 5, and S. V. Lines and
0. R. Atherholt entertained the group
In the Beta parlor Jan. 20, for the third
setto in the tournament.
Sparks fly when this group entangles
for their fortnightly tilts.
nt

DEKES AND ALPHA DELTS
HOLD CONVENTIONS
the Christmas holidays two
fraternities having chapters in Kenyon
College held national conventions. The
members of Alpha Delta Phi convened
at Washington. D. C, while the Delta
Kappa Epsilon convention was lnDe-troi- t,
During

Mich.

The former took place December 28,
29 and 30, 1927 at the Willard Hotel In
Washington. The Kenyon Chapter was
represented by Robt. M. Web. "28, Gus-tavS. Foos '28, Francis W. Humphreys '28, and William Stackhouse '30.
The Kenyon alumni present included
The Hon. Mathew Trimbell of the class
of 1860, The Rev. Geo. F. Dudley '88,
C. R. Ganter '99, Joe Garretson '19, and

Bexley's Choir, on January 14, quietly
interest in the Library today are those slipped its harbor at Gambier and made
of the Lewis Collection. These were bequeathed to the college in 1890 by Mr. its maiden voyage to the outside world,
J. N. Lewis of Mt. Vernon, the donor on chanting bent. Two parishes were
of Lewis Hall at Harcourt, who was a visited: that of the Rev. J. Philip
surveyor and mathematician.
Brereton, at St. Paul's, in Medina, and
Of the Lewis volumes one of the more St. Thomas', Bera, where Oran C.
interesting and undoubtedly more valu'28, is in charge.
able, is an old leather-boun- d
book of
At Medina a treat was in store for
logarithms, printed in 1623, the cover of
which had at one time been used as a the choristers, who found a dance had
music score. The notes in red and been arranged for them, which they
black are still discernable.
Students attended to a man.
The choir took charge of the service
of the higher mathematics woud also
find a volume of Des Cartes' geometry, at St. Pauls' on Sunday, Jan. 15, using
the Choral service of Morning
printed about the same time, of interest.
There are also a number of books of Prayer. A sermon was dispensed with,
being taken up by the choir
time
the
historical note. One, the capitals and
in singing several classical anthems of
figures of which are beautifully "illuminated," was printed the year before Italian, English, Russian, and AmeriColumbus discovered America. A sec- can church music.
Choral Evensong was sung at Berea,
ond illuminated volume is one on the
"Antiquities of Rome," by Dionysius, using the same anthems of the morning
service. Both churches were filled to
printed by a Venetian in 1480.
Greek students, on the other hand, capacity for this choral treat.
would find interesting a volume published in 1552 by Turnebus, at the
Royal College in Paris, which contains
on its first twenty pages the detailed
notes and inter-linetranslations of
some undergraduate owner of long ago.

Auto Service
Phone

41

Gambier

Za-eb- st,

The United Shoe Repairing Company's

experts, after repeated tests, awarded
this shop the

OFFICIAL AWARD OF MERIT

It remains here just as long as our
work meets their high standards.

M.

GARBER

West of Vine Theater on
South Mulberry Street
Ohio

Mt. Vernon,

SHOE REPAIRING

ar

us

BEXLEY NOTES
ATTENTION

During those same three days, the D.
K. E. convention was held in Detroit.
Jack Harding, '28 was chairman of the
convention, and represented the Lambda Chapter together with Joseph Mul-ve- y
of the class of '29.
Hotel was the
The
's
scene of the proceedings; Jean
Orchestra entertained at the social events, which were held at the Detroit Country Club.

In our endeavor to bring

Gold-kette-

Is America and American Youth on
the decline? Have the people of this
great nation fallen into moral and
physical degeneracy?
Can we no
longer stand hardship and adversity?
It would seem so. Nor is Kenyon College any longer a bulwark against
these forces of darkness and evil.
The incident which brings us to this
unhappy conclusion occurred on January 2. After two dormant weeks the
College was again coming to life. Every hour brought more returning students to add their happy voices and
animation to the reborn college life.
Everywhere was gaiety and song. Then,
like a bolt from heaven, the catastrophe came: in the midst of unbridled
revelry every light on the campus went
out! With the darkenss the students
seemed to lose their minds. The grim
realization that after two weeks of
separation from their beloved studies
they might not be able to prepare
"Pete's" English, "Gummy's" Math, or
"Tite's" German for the morrow turned
these ecstatic youths into cowering, abject things. Strong men wept; and
frightened little freshmen crept into
their rooms and under the covers.
Then, in true cinematographic style,
came the dawn, gray and cold. The
college chapel service was completed
before a
in a semi-dus- k
student body. It was not until a cold,
unfriendly sun shed its light upon the
world that the vanished spirit of the
college returned. Then, God and the

ate

1

Edward Grant McFarland
George M, Wylie,

Jr

M

Reader Paul Ernest

'97
'07
'10
'11

Edwin W. Todd
If any COLLEGIAN reader is
able to supply us with the address
of any of these men, we will
greatly appreciate his doing so.
Address information to: Ernest
Risley, Bexley Hall, Gambier, O.

H

63

1

THE PEOPLE'S
BANK

Overcoats in Tiers

1

Gambier, Ohio
Not just a nice coat, or a choice cloth, but
scores of them, tier after tier, each as convincingly desirable as the other.
AIM is to extend every
courtesy consistent with GOOD
BANKING, and to give all our
customers
such LIBERAL
TREATMENT that they will continue to do business with us.

Now is the time to make your choiee when
the problem resolves itself into which you
will like best.

OUR

$40 to $50

'Smart Stuled

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Clothes for University

Tailored At Rochester

still-servi- le

Ohio Power Company being willing,
harnassed lightning came back to the
Hill.
The ordeal is over, past; but it is
not forgotten. How will typical American youth, as embodied in the students
of Kenyon, bear itself under the next
calamity?
Will we vanquish it with
banners flying, or will we lie prostrate
and subservient at its feet? Who
knows?

i

'87
Asahel Amos Brasee
Edwin Stoner Hoffman ....'87
'88
Albert E. HaU

Book-Cadill- ac

STUDENTS QUIVER
AS CANDLES FLICKER

up-to-d-

the Bexley Alumni file
we find ourselves without any information regarding the following graduates:
'82
Clarence Croft Leman

.

Hal Lockwood Ex. '29.

.
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MARK HANNA
(W.

m

WORLEYS'

C. Colwill)
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Taxi Service and Drayage

PHONE

145
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KENYON TAKES ROUGH
GAME FROM ASHLAND
Kenyon opened the
ball season with a

8
basketvictory over
Ashland in a rough and tumble contest in Rosse Hall on Wednesday, December 14th. Although the upstate
verdict
team boasted of a
over Reserve, a Kenyon victory was
57-2-

1927-2-

9

one-poi-

nt

nevertheless anticipated. The Purple
team lived up to all expectations and
came through with an overwhelming
win, encouraging the widespread belief that this year's team will live up
to the standards set up by Kenyon
basketball teams of the last three
years. That it will prove a strong contender for championship honors of the
Conference appears certain.
The team that took the floor for
Kenyon was, with the exception of the
center position, a veteran aggregation.
Captain Dempsey and Muir were at
the forward positions, while Putnam,
team of
picked on the
last year, and Newhouse were at the
guard posts. Three of these men,
Dempsey, Muir and Newhouse, are
playing for the third successive year.
Robinson started at the center position,
and filled the shoes of last year's captain, Van Epps, in an admirable manner.
Johnson also broke into the
game at the pivot post, and his driving, smashing style fitted in wonderfully with that of his teammates.
all-Confere-

excuse for leaving him off the
as most reviewers have done.
Before his debarment he had already
played against as many strong teams
as most stars do in an entire season
more than enough to demonstrate his
supreme merit and against none whom
he did not have a right to play against.
Yale's transfer rule was purely an
agreement with Harvard and Princeton; and if she chose not to play transfers against other colleges, it was a
matter of policy and not of obligation,
so her unintentional violation of that
policy was entirely legitimate.
Every man picked for the first team
backfield could do almost anything.
Welch is put at quarter because though
nominally a halfback he called the signals and showed excellent judgment.
Drury is moved from half to full in
place of Joesting, and Marsters assigned the llalfback post, that the
quartet may not be composed altogether of men who run habitually to
the right. Such a consideration is too
generally
neglected
by
reviewers,
though they would laugh at a selection
or no
that contained no
punter. Presnell similarly provides a
left-en- d
running specialist for the second team. Another good backfield besides those named would be Almquist
of Minnesota, Roepke of Penn State,

PURRPLE NOSES OUT
MARIETTA WITH
"GARRISON FININSH"

SPORTS

nce

All-Ameri- ca,

Proving that a game is not won until
it is played, an overconfident Kenyon
team took the floor at Marietta in their
first Conference contest of the season,
and were extremely fortunate in ekeing
victory.
3
out a
The strong and greatly underrated
Marietta team jumped into the lead imf,
and
mediately after the opening
the advantage which they obtained
while the Purple team was settling
down was never relinquished until there
were but four minutes of the final half
to play. At the half, Marietta was on
the long end of an 1 score, only the
remarkable foul shooting of Putnam keeping Kenyon in the running.
The fast guard sank five out of five attempts. In fact, fouls played an important part during the entire forty
minutes of play. Russ Finsterwald
and slowed down to a considerable extent what might have been one
of the fastest games ever played at
the old Southern Ohio institution.
Forty-tw- o
fouls were called during the
34-3-

tip-of-

18-1-

ref-eree-

game;

d,

line-buck-

on Kenyon, of which Mar-

21

ietta succeeded in making 7 points, and
21 on Marietta, of which Kenyon scored
16 to turn in a one point victory.
It was extremely fortunate for Kenyon that so many fouls were called, although they were responsible for the
ejection of Robinson early in the second half. The Purple could not locate
the basket despite their
Humphrys, Walling, Ransom, Pilking-to- n attempts. Walling
took Robinson's
and Puffenberger were also sent in place, and turned in one of the best
by Coach Bud Evans, who had a splen- games of his career.
did opportunity to size his squad up,
A desperate, fighting team representand plan his 1928 attack on the ConKenyon in second half, and their
ed
Championship.
ference
uphill drive during that
smashing,
period, which came within an ace of
falling short, was beautiful to watch.
JOHNSON STARS IN
WIN OVER OTTERBEIN It was led by no one man. Instead, the
entire quintet played like a unit, each
Kenyon at last hit her stride during man with but one end in mind. Putthe second half of the Otterbein game nam, with two baskets and five free
In Westerville on January 14th and throws to his credit, was high scorer,
maintained her lead in the Ohio Con- as well as playing a wonderful floor
ference by defeating that team
Entering the contest with an even game. Snider performed best for Marchance for a triumph over the team ietta.
at
Lineup and summary Kenyon
which surprised the entire conference
last week with an overwhelming win Marietta.
34
Kenyon
over Heidelberg, the Purple was forced
G P P T
ball to annex its secto play
2 3 2 7
ond conference victory and its fourth Muir, f
2 4 18
consecutive collegiate win of the sea- Dempsey, f
0 13 1
Johnson, c
son.
0 0 4 0
Otterbein was on the long end of a Robinson, c
al3 1 0 7
but,
Walling, c
0
score at intermission,
0 2 3 2
though not a substitution was made for Newhouse, g
2 5 3 9
Kenyon throughout the entire fray, it Putnam, g
9 16 16 34
Totals
was as though an entirely new quintet
betook the floor for the Purple at the
33
Marietta
ginning of the second half. Their deG P P T
fense was faultless and their
3
Trott,
f
offense led by Putnam, who
0 0 0 0
dropped in five field goals during this Clarki, f
3 2 4 8
upon a much higher plane Burkhart, f
was
period,
1
0 12
than it had been the previous week at Mora, f
5 3 2 13
Snider, c
Marietta. The wonderful
0 0 3 0
playing of Johnson at center was re- Harris, g
0 0 2 0
markably brilliant, and furnished ample Griffiths, g
inspiration for his teammates to acquit Porter, g
l 14 3
o 0 0 0
Richards, g
themselves nobly also.
The large crowd of enthusiastic stu13 7 17 33
Totals
dents which journeyed to Westerville
for the game was sufficiently rewarded
by this clean, exciting contest.
oft-repeat-
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F Drury,

post-Christm-

as

all-st- ar
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TEAM FOR 1927

Second Eleven
Born, West Point
Hake, Pennsylvania
Hanson, Minnesota
Charlesworth, Yale
Baer, Michigan

Third Eleven
Scott, Yale
Raskowski, Ohio State
Rouse, Chicago

Reitsch, Illinois

Woerner, Annapolis
Douds. Wash. & Jeff.
Matthews, Tex. Christian
Connor, N. Y. TJ.
Hunt, Texas Aggies

Smith, Pennsylvania
Moeser, Princeton
Spears, Vanderbilt
Cagle, West Point
Pesnell, Nebraska
i nesting, Minnesota

California

So.

er

FOOFBALL

AN

Po.
First Eleven
E Oosterbaan, Michigan
T Sprague, West Point
G Smith, Notre Dame
C Bettencourt, St. Mary's
G Webster, Yale
T Hibbs, So. California
E Nash, Georgia
Q Welch, Pittsburgh
H Caldwell, Yale
H Marsters, Dartmouth

ed

Scull of Pennsylvania, and Amos of W.
& J.; still another would be McPhail of
Dartmouth, Lane of Dartmouth, Witt-mof Princeton, and Lewis of Northwestern; while Gilbert of Michigan,
Flanagan of Notre Dame, Diehl of
Bucknell, and Briante of N. Y. U. seem
quite too good to pass by unnamed.
Yale, despite an early season defeat
by Georgia through excessive fumbling,
seems clearly the strongest team of
the year. At her heels Pittsburgh,
whom she did not play but whose
record is less impressive, and West
Point and Princeton whom she barely
defeated share second, third, and
fourth places between them. West
Point against Notre Dame showed
probably the greatest strength of any
team of the year. A third group of
approximately equal merit would consist of Minnesota, Illinois, Nebraska,
Notre Dame, and Southern California;
whereas tenth and eleventh places are
disputed by Dartmouth and Michigan,
twelfth and thirteenth by W. & J. and
N. Y. U., and fourteenth and fifteenth
Any
by Penn State and Annapolis.
further ranking would be very uncersignificance
tain. No
should be atgames on
tached to
Pacific Coast; the experience of many
years has abundantly proved that
teams can
neither college nor
go to the far West from any part of
the East, except the South, and play
within two touchdowns of their real

Mann,

Methodist

So.

Miles, Princeton
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SPRING 1928
Clothes from Charter House & Langrock Sweaters from Mc- Gregor & Rug-bHats from Dobbs & Stetson Shirts from
Ambassador & Eagle will soon be ready.

I
I

y

1
5

47-4- 0.

fast-breaki-

ng

117

all-arou-

Lineup:
Kenyon
Robinson, f
Dempsey, f

Johnson

c

Putnam,

g

Newhouse, g

Totals
Otterbein

Barnes, f
Gibson, f
Seaman, c
Buell, g
Miley, g

Totals

Y.

"Better Clothes Since '78"
1
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"Made up to a standard, not down to a price."

I

MacDIARMID'S CANDIES

I

Sold exclusively by

1

KOKOSING LUNCH SHOP

I

I

10 S. Main

St.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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0
0
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4
7
3
6
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3

4
8
14
6
15

3

47

0

ALL-AMERIC-

AN

GRID TEAM COMPILED
Continued

from Page

1

trying to honor all sections equally.
The outstanding player of the year,
B P P in prowess as well as in notoriety, was
6 1 13 the unfortunate Caldwell of Yale. That
5 3 13 the utter inelasticity of eligibility rules,
7 whose great reproach is that (unlike all
3 1
1
1
3 other laws) they permit no considera2 0
4 tion of the justice of individual cases,
should have kept him from playing
17 6 40 against Princeton and Harvard is no
22

of

Milk
Butter
Ice Cream
Health and strength come from the liberal use of
dairy products.

I

In proportion to the food value contained, dairy
products are the lowest priced foods.

f

i

JEWELL ICE CREAM and MILK CO.
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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